FALL 2018

tragedy

On Friday July 13, 2018 an enormous tragedy occurred at Moody Aviation. Due to
a horrific airplane crash, the lives of Moody instructor Diego Senn, and Moody students
Joochan Lee and Andrew Trouten, were taken. The crash occurred as Joochan was
taking his very first private pilot training flight with Diego. Just an hour previous, Andrew
had completed his first training with Diego in the same aircraft, and was riding along on
Joochan’s flight to observe and gain a different perspective. This was a basic first training
flight, introducing the FAA designated “practice area,” and lessons on very basic
maneuvers. It was like your first driving lesson in a parking lot with a certified driving
instructor.
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What caused the crash is still unknown. The only information released by the NTSB and
FAA is a general review of the flight as recorded by FAA radar, including things like
altitude, speed, turns and map location. The FAA inspected different aspects of Moody’s
training and maintenance procedures, but did not “ground” Moody Aviation. However, all
aspects of instruction and aircraft repair were halted at the school for a period of almost
three weeks.
Beyond the technical stress of the time, was the physical and emotional grieving. Memorial
services for Diego and Joochan were at Fourth Memorial Church in Spokane on Friday,
July 20. On Sunday afternoon, classmates and instructors left for Andrew’s memorial
service in Spearfish SD, and his funeral in Ridge, MT. We arrived home from the 1700 mile
trip Tuesday morning.
These three men, grew up in three different cultures, spoke three different languages, in
three vastly different parts of the world. Christ brought each of them to Spokane, WA to
continue preparing them to serve Him. And they did even in death.. Praise the Lord for
his obedient servants. Continue to pray for Moody Aviation, and the families left behind.

THANK YOU for praying
as we serve at Moody Aviation.

Wayne & Denise Miller

For over 70 years Moody Bible Institute’s missionary aviation training program has
trained 50% of missionary aviators around the world. Moody Aviation was founded in
Chicago in 1946. The program moved to Tennessee by 1970 to escape the heavy air
traffic around Chicago O'Hare. In 2005 Moody Aviation was relocated to Spokane,
WA as part of Moody’s Northwest campus.
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AVIATION MISSIONARIES

OUR FAMILY lives in Spokane, WA where
Wayne is an Aircraft Maintenance
Instructor at Moody Bible Institute’s
Aviation School. We are full time support
missionaries on loan through Proclaim
Aviation Ministries.
MOODY AVIATION IS RECOGNIZED as the
premier missionary pilot/mechanic
training school in the U.S.. PROCLAIM
AVIATION partners with Moody helping
provide staff and resources for mission
aviation outreach. Through Proclaim, our
family is blessed helping train future
missionary pilots and mechanics.
MOODY GRADUATES transition to
missionary bases overseas, where
aviation is often the only way to access,
connect, and sustain ministry. We are
employing our passion and our skills as
part of the effort reaching remote
people with the Gospel.
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Preparing the next generation of missionary aviators.

DIEGO & NAOMI

DIEGO SENN is a Moody Aviation graduate. He was born in Switzerland but raise in Brazil alongside the
Amazon, where his parents are Bible translators. From an early age he felt God’s lead to become a
missionary pilot. Diego and Naomi have three children and are expecting their fourth. Their twins were
born premature at 29 weeks and have several health issues. At birth the doctors gave them a very slim
likelihood of surviving, yet they have celebrated four birthdays since. Diego and Naomi had been waiting
for the health of their fraternal twins to improve before going to the mission field. After returning to her
family for a time of respite, Naomi and the children have returned to Spokane, to remain where she feels
God called them.

ANDREW & REBECCA
ANDREW TROUTEN is from Ridge Montana. His parents own a ranch in a very remote, secluded section of the
Black Hills. Andrew served in the U.S. Navy from 2006-2012. This included serving on the USS Carl Vinson as a
welder and hull technician. During Operation Iraqi Freedom, a major failure occurred with the steam catapult
system that would require return to a naval ship yard for repair. Andrew and another sailor performed a twentyfour hour marathon repair, fabricating parts and restoring the system. This effort allowed the aircraft carrier to
remain in operation, and Andrew was awarded a naval commendation for his service.
After being discharged Andrew worked in the coal and oil fields. After his brother passed away in a car accident in
2013, Andrew felt God redirecting his life as a missionary pilot. He met his future wife Rebecca while serving at a
Christian camp shortly after making this decision. They were married in 2016, and in April 2017 their daughter
Rilee Rae was born. Following Adnrew’s death, Rebecca and Rilee Rae have moved back to her family’s ranch.

JOOCHAN & YUKI

Joochan was raised in Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Originally from South Korea, his parents moved to
central Asia to serve as missionaries. Joochan has been described as kind, quiet, humble and
hardworking. He stated in a newsletter that he wanted to get a solid Bible education at Moody and
become a missionary pilot. Therefore, “I packed my bags and flew in faith believing that God would be
in control.” The Lord gave him a huge blessing at the beginning of the semester. An anonymous person
paid the remainder of his college bill for this semester.
Joochan met Yuki at Moody Bible Institute Spokane. They were married in April 2017. She grew up in
Japan as a missionary kid and was studying TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of other
Languages). They attended a Korean church in Pullman, WA where Joochan served as the church’s
associate pastor teaching the children and youth. A week before the accident, Joochan and Yuki found
out that they were going to be parents. Yuki and her mother went to her first ultrasound the day after
the accident. Denise recently helped Yuki pack and move their belongings from their apartment. She is
now living with a friend not far from Spokane, as she awaits the birth of their daughter.
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How we sustain ministry at the ends of the earth.

